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4.4 semisimple Ge algebras and lie groups

Let or before 9 ha a he algebra over

K R on IKE

Definition 4.56 Sami simple lie algebron group
1 gia simple if

a 4 io non obelion

b if hog them either 4 404 on

4 9
2
g

o semisimple if there one simple
ideals hai hn ing such that
as he algebras
I ha hr

Thor means that it e IL fanand Y EI with li tieni

x.TT EI xi Xi

3 A connected he group is simple
respectively semisimple if to



ly
Le algebra in

Remonk 4.57

An abstract group E io simple if it

admits only
two normal subgroups

Gitself and he
We shall see that SICURI is a simple
he group However it is not simple on

on abstract group since 7 SCURI
4111

O

The fundamental characterization of
semisimpleerty is given bythe following

Theorem 4 58

9 io semisimple fond only if kg io

non degenerate
o

Recall a symmetric bilinear form C
V V K is sold to be
non degenerate if setting
rodCC Gv EV Cloir o ver



it holds rod C p
o

We will discusso one implication in the

proof For this we need the following

Lemmo 4.5.9

Let y ba e le algebra and hag be on ideal
Then
h Eg Kg X Y O Yeh
is on ideal 00 well

Proof
Let Zeg e ht E h Then

Kg od17 X Y kg 0011777 0

where we used Proportion 4 52 for
the first equality and the assumption that
his on ideal for the second one

Proofof in Theorem 4 58
Assume that

g g Agr with
Ii simple fin 1 ian



Then È Xi it holds

in dov
not with
blocks
fellows
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Hence kg XY II kg Xi Yil Kxiyfg

Therefore it's sufficient to discuss the cose when

9 is simple check it

let gtrod kg Eg Kg x Y Okay
Then 9 is on ideali a 9 by Cemmo 4.59
Since 9 in simple either 9 20 on

9 9 If 9 9 then kg 0

hence
g a solvable by Contorta Theorem

4 54 a contradiction to simplicity
Here 9 403 i e kg io non degenerata

Next we discuss a powerful way to

produce families of semisimple lie

algebroo i



Theorem 4 60
K R on K C here

Let V be a IK veaton spore endowed
with on immen product

_portividafint

if g Cgt V io a K ombelgebron
that is self adjoint andar

and anch that 71g 203 then

kg io non degenerate and hence 9 a

semisimple Theorem 4 58

Note for A Egtv we Gt A'E

9th be defined by
car W v Aw Vin E V

Then if being self adjoint means that

Aeg it holds A Eg

We con exploit Theorem 4.60 to produce
a longe family of examples of semisimple
Le algebras

Example 4.61



Il stin R c gtln.IR in invomantunder

AI p.int 7d.op.oI.f niR 303
Inner product

2 St n C c ghin 1 in invouant
under A te and Zistin 203

3 For pag n

pig E LINK È Jp Jpeg

where Jp p 0

0 16
invomant

under Indeed from

Jpg Jpg O we obtain by
multiplying on the left and on the

right boy Jpg that Jpg't Jpg0
since Jp Ian

One can also verify that 7 olp.gl 40

Ne conclude with same hunts towards
the so called Levi decompontion of
Gc groups



Proposition 4 62
For
any he algebro 9 there is a

unique maximal solvable ideal 2cg
Moreover 9 7 in semisimple

Definition 4.63 Radical
The unique maximal solvable ideal from
Proportion 4.62 in colleal the foglvable
radical of g

For the proof of Proportion 4.62 we

need the following
It is also the cost that

Lemma 4 64 f amm of idealo in un ideal

If a and b ore solvable ideals in a he

algebra 9 then atb in a solvable
ideal

The proof of Lemmo 4.64 is left as on

exercise We discuss how to use it to

prove Proportion 4 62



Proof of Proportion 4 62

Inonder to prove existence and uniqueness
of the maximal solvable ideal it suffices
to exploit finite dimensionality and
Cammo 4.64

To than that 9 io semisimple me

first establish the following
Claim ga hao no solvable ideals

Indeed lat Tig 9 2
be the conomeol

projection and let h c 9g be a

solvable ideal Then a 4 9
is

on ideal Monoover t al L io

solvable and Kent a
is solvable being

contained in 2 Therefore a 10

Imm c aerond 4 303

Next it is sufficient to observe that a

Le algebran with no non trivial
solvable ideals io semisimple



Indeed it is sufficient to prova that the killing
form Kn of such Le algebro io non degenerata
as then the conclusion well follow from
Theorem 4 58

Assume that Kn is not non degenerate Let

h rod Kn ho By Lemmo 4.59 ut io

on ideal By Lammo 4 55 Knt Kn utenti
In particulon Knt E 0 Hence byTheorem 4.54
n'io solvable This contradicts the hypothesis
there 4 407 and Knio non degenerata


